FIS EXECUTION SERVICES
An Agency-focused Broker with Customized Algorithms
That Can Help Improve Your Execution
Are your broker’s algorithms picking the right price
and time to trade? Or are they tracking a benchmark
rather than the best price?
FIS® Execution Services is an agency-focused broker
providing customized algorithms that can help to
improve execution quality, minimize information
leakage and decrease your execution costs. With no
bias toward execution venues, our high-performing
algorithms help seek and secure the best possible
price. Embedded Trader Logic technology and

EXPERIENCE ADVANCED
TRADING TECHNOLOGY
Our advanced trading technology
can help you improve execution
quality, minimize information
leakage and reduce your overall
execution costs.

short-term alpha signals blend a professional trader’s
human logic with precise mathematical formulas to
seek profitable trading opportunities within the
context of each algorithm’s strategy.
Our range of algorithms includes a percent of volume
strategy that controls execution pace, as well as
volume-specific strategies targeting best execution.
Whatever your strategy, Execution Services can help
you make the best decisions.

HARNESS THE HUMAN
LOGIC OF A PROFESSIONAL
TRADER

BENEFIT FROM A
CUSTOMIZED ALGORITHM
PER STOCK

We offer high-performance
algorithms that blend the human
logic of a professional trader
with precise mathematical
formulas and with no bias toward
execution venues.

Our short-term alpha signals are
used to build an algorithm for
each stock. Then we overlay the
trading benchmark you pick.
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ACCESS DARK VENUES

CONFIGURE WITH LIQUIDITY-TAKING LOGIC

Grab hidden liquidity with a single input for picking
your spot within the spread.

Experience liquidity-taking logic that adapts to
a variety of real-time factors, including order
attributes, volume, price movement, market
conditions and venue analysis.

MAXIMIZE LIQUIDITY DISCOVERY
Using a combination of our short-term alpha signals
and our customized heat map by symbol and side,
you can employ stealth strategies that are tailored
to your needs and trading style, creating dynamic
liquidity seeking that allows you to absorb liquidity
within reasonable price movements.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR TRADING

ACCESS INTER-LISTED NAMES IN THE US
AND CANADIAN MARKETS
Market data and microstructure information unique
to Canada is embedded with specific Trader Logic
technology in our Canadian algorithms. When you
trade U.S. or Canadian symbols in inter-listed names,
you can enjoy the benefits of accessing liquidity in
both markets wherever the best price exists.

Set up multiple contingent participation levels and
dynamic reactions to price changes for a single trade
by using an underlying algorithm that adjusts based
on your inputs.

Helping to improve your execution quality.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM
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